
No screws, no drilling and no fuss. Our EasiFIT system simply slots in to your windows or doors between the glass and the 
frame and is suitable for UPVC double glazed windows and doors with sealant between the frame and the glass.

Your blinds will arrive pre-tensioned and read to fit. You may need to adjust the tensioning if the blind does not stay in place 
when rated or difficult to operate. To do this simply take the bottom bat out of the window, locate the spring and adjust the 
tension by untieing the cord know one side. To make the blind stay in place you need more tension so pull the cord a little 
further through the spring and re-tie. To make the blind easier to operate simply do the reverse. Test the blind operates 
perfectly before trimming any excess cord.

Your blind will arrive with shims between the headrail and the EasiFIt tab. If your blind is very difficult to fit to the window 
try removing a shim from one side, they just slide out. If this doesn’t work take the shim out from the other side.

You will be supplied with spare shims so if the blind is too loose you can slide extra shims in. Try and have an equal number 
of shims each side if you can.

Start at the top corner and simply slide the EasiFIT tab 
along the glass and behind the beading. A tiny amount 
of washing up liquid applied to the tab can help it slide 
in very smoothly. 

Now move to the opposite side of the window, slot the EasiFIT 
tab in to place and slide up to the top. Some blinds will have 
a centre support EasiFIT tab, just make sure that locates correctly 
between the glass and the beading.

Now repeat the process at the bottom of the window, 
this time sliding downwards.

Optional Steps

Adjusting the tension

Improving the fit

Installation Guide
EasiFIT Pleated Blinds


